ABSTRACT Nowadays, most end-to-end task-oriented dialog systems are based on sequence-to-sequence (Seq2seq), which is an encoder-decoder framework. These systems sometimes produce grammatically correct, but logically incorrect responses. This phenomenon is usually due to information mismatching. To solve this problem, we introduce hierarchical attention and knowledge matching networks with information enhancement (HAMI) for task-oriented dialog systems. It contains a hierarchical attention dialog encoder (HADE) that models dialogs at the word and sentence level separately. HADE can focus on important words in a dialog history and generate context-aware representations. HAMI also contains a unique knowledge matching module to detect entities and interact with a knowledge base (KB). Then, dialog history and KB result representations serve as guidance for system response generation. Finally, HAMI's loss function is designed with an information regularization term to emphasize the importance of entities. The experimental results show that HAMI improves 9.8% in entity F1 compared with vanilla Seq2seq. HAMI also outperforms state-of-the-art models in both the entity F1 and dialog accuracy metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Task-oriented dialog systems (DS) like custom service agents and personal assistants are dialog systems that are designed for specific tasks such as restaurant reservation, weather inquiry, and ticket booking. They complete the tasks by interacting with users in natural language [1] , [2] . There are two major approaches in developing dialog systems: pipeline-based method and end-to-end method [2] . The first approach builds a pipeline of modules to form a dialog system, including language understanding, dialog state tracking, policy management and natural language generation [3] - [5] . Its performance is relatively steady at the high cost of requiring labels for each module. There are joint learning and hybrid models to reduce the number of labels [2] , [6] , [7] .
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However, handcrafted templates or rules are necessary for these methods.
The second approach builds dialog systems in an end-toend style that produces a sequence of output tokens directly without the modules above. It only needs text transcripts of dialogs without intermediate labels or handcrafted rules and can be adapted to different domains more easily than the first approach. Among all the end-to-end models, Seq2seq shows its potential in dialog systems in recent research [8] , [9] . Seq2seq is an encoder-decoder model which is based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) and was invented for machine translation (MT) [10] . It has been widely used in open domain conversations [11] - [15] and end-to-end taskoriented DS [8] , [9] , [16] , [17] .
However, Seq2seq usually focuses on the coherence of word sequences and suffers from information deficiency. For example, the phrase ''address of restaurant_A'' can be followed by a list of addresses, among which only one is correct. However, Seq2seq considers all of them as reasonable answers. Different from open domain conversations, it is fatal to task-completion DS since the provided information must be accurate. A similar example generated by Seq2seq is listed in Table 1 .
The lack of incorporating in knowledge from dialog histories and KBs is the main reason for such a problem, since the slot values (pre-defined possible values of the slots in a task) are either mentioned in dialog histories or the provided KBs. Therefore, models that learn to carry information from dialog context were invented: attention-augmented Seq2seq [18] , copy mechanism that helps to duplicate words from input [17] , Transformer with self-attention [19] and memory-to-sequence (Mem2seq) that reasons over the dialog history and KB [20] . However, they encode dialog histories and KBs in a plain style. Besides, they match an encoded dialog and KB in the procedure of decoding each token. Namely, a dialog history and KB are searched for multiple times when producing a response, which is not in line with real scenarios. In reality, agents usually search the KB once.
Then they determine what to say based on KB results and the dialog history before producing any single word. Based on this consideration, we summarize a dialog history and KB results separately before decoding a response.
In this paper, we aim to improve the information correctness of Seq2seq in various aspects. We propose Hierarchical Attention and knowledge Matching networks with Information enhancement (HAMI). HAMI models dialog histories using a hierarchical attention dialog encoder (HADE). It allows essential tokens to contribute more to the aggregated dialog representation. HAMI is able to search KBs using a novel and intuitive interaction method based on semantic matching. To emphasize the importance of information in system response, a penalty for predicting wrong entities is used in HAMI. We test our proposed model on two benchmark task-oriented datasets. Experimental results show that our approach achieves competitive performance, compared with a number of state-of-the-art methods. Our contributions are summarized as follows: 1) We propose HADE to distill essential information in dialog histories without any intermediate labels. 2) We design a novel and simple knowledge matching module. It first detects entities in a dialog history then match and merge the searching results into a comprehensive representation.
3) We add a penalty term in loss function to focus on the correctness of entities in generated results, while the ordinary cross-entropy loss only measures the correctness from the aspect of language quality. The reminder of this paper is constructed as follows. Section II introduces related work. Section III presents preliminary of basic models. Section IV describes each module in HAMI in detail. The experimental results are given in section V. We have a thorough discussion about HAMI in Section VI. It is followed by our conclusions (section VII).
II. RELATED WORK A. END-TO-END TASK-ORIENTED DIALOG SYSTEMS
Pipeline-based methods have been successfully applied to task-completion dialog systems [3] . However, they require labels for each module. Wen et al. [16] first proposed the concept of end-to-end task-oriented DS with traditional modules built by advanced neural networks based on Seq2seq framework. However, this system has a delexicalisation 1 step and utilizes a database operator, which are based on rules and are not trainable. Later on, hybrid code networks (HCN) was proposed to make modular outputs more controllable and reduce the need for training data. However, humandesigned domain-specific rules and handcrafted templates are still incorporated in HCN [2] . In addition, it limits generated responses to specific templates. Lei et al. [9] designed a framework called Sequicity that simplifies task-oriented dialog systems into a two-stage Seq2seq model. It first generates dialog states then produces system responses using copy mechanism [21] . However, for some domains and conversation data, dialog states are hard to define and tag.
To solve this problem, producing dialog responses without intermediate labels becomes another trend for dialog systems. Memory Networks (MemNN) [22] was applied to DS as a mapping function from dialog histories to system responses [23] . Later on, gated Memory Networks (GMemNN) [24] and Query Reduction Networks (QRN) [25] were proposed based on MemNN to improve its reasoning ability. However, they cast the response generation task into an answer retrieval task. It is impossible for the models to generate new answers. Equipped with copy-augmented networks to duplicate proper words from user utterance, the Seq2seq framework without traditional modules was applied to taskcompletion dialog systems for the first time by Eric and Manning [17] . The same authors also proposed Key-Value retrieval networks based on Seq2seq to interact with KB by dynamically adding KB results to the vocabulary when decoding [26] . It matches the triples in a KB by soft attention between the hidden states of the decoder and the embeddings of subjects and relations. Then Mem2seq was proposed to improve the correctness of information retrieval in KB using memory network as dialog and KB encoder [20] . Besides database interaction, the generation procedure was also considered by researchers. The task-oriented dialog systems were equipped with chatting capability by inserting chats in original data [8] . However, the representations of dialog history are quite straightforward and rarely discussed in the models above.
B. DIALOG HISTORY MODELING
Since response generation relies on contextual information, dialog history representation is of great significance. There are various approaches in modeling dialog histories for task-oriented DS. To model contextual states along with dialogs, Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (HRED) that added a layer of RNN to capture contextual states was proposed [14] . HRED is the most related model to our work for the hierarchical representation of sentences. Later, the Variant Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-decoder that improve the diversity of generated sentences was developed based on HRED [15] . Certain improvements in dialog generation quality have been observed by adding stochastic noises. Also based on HRED, Multi-resolution Recurrent Neural Networks (MrRNN) was designed by the same team [27] . It uses nouns and entities as coarse representations of sentences in the encoder. However, the models above use the final state of RNN to summarize the whole dialog history and fail to concentrate on essential words. In the Sequicity framework that incorporates distinct dialog states tracking into a delexicalized sequence generation, a dialog history is represented as the final RNN state, given the combination of a dialog state and the current user utterance [9] . However, dialog state labels are unavailable in some data. In Mem2seq, previous turns of utterances are mapped to vectors called memory and a query vector is used to operate multi-hop attention with the memory [20] . The final operation result is the representation of dialog and used as the initial state of the decoder. It creatively stores utterance as embeddings to reduce the time for plain dialog encoding using RNN. However, positional information is not considered in Mem2seq.
In this paper, considering both different contributions and positional information of words in a dialog history, we propose HADE for dialog representation.
III. PRELIMINARY
Assume that X refers to a dialog input, X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T } (x i is a sentence, T is the number of sentences), which is a dialog history including current user utterance. Given X and probably a KB G containing triples in the form of (subject,relation,object), the task is to predict a correct output sequence of tokens Y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y T } (y j is a token, T is the number of predicted tokens).
A. Seq2seq
In Seq2seq, all the utterances x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T in a dialog history X are concatenated sequentially. Namely, a dialog is encoded at the token level: X = {w 1 , ..., w n } (w i is the i token, n is the total number of tokens) using RNN as follows:
where φ emb is a trainable word embedding matrix to map each token to a fixed-length vector. As for RNN, we can use bidirectional Long-short Term Memory [28] or GRU [29] , as in previous literature [17] , [18] . Then a RNN-based decoder is used to predict output tokens one by one.
where φ emb , W k are trainable parameters and φ emb is the embedding matrix of output tokens.ỹ t is the predicted token at time step t. The initial state of the decoder is initialized by the final state of the encoder: h 0 = h n .
B. HRED
Different from Seq2seq, HRED treats a dialog as a hierarchical structure and encodes each sentence separately. A sentence x i is denoted as x i = {w i1 , w i2 , ..., w iL }, L is the length of x i . A word w ij is encoded by RNN just like in Equation (1): 
Then the initial state of the decoder is equal to the final state s T of the context RNN: h 0 = s T . It is the main difference between HRED and Seq2seq. In the decoding procedure, HRED shares the same process with Seq2seq as in Equation (2), (3), (4) . The HRED is expected to be superior to the vanilla Seq2seq since the context RNN can represent a form of common ground between speakers using a distributed vector, including topics and concepts [14] .
IV. OUR SYSTEM
Considering that entities in system responses are determined by the dialog histories, KB results and the decoder, HAMI contains three modules: HADE for dialog history representation, a knowledge matching module for KB interaction and a decoder to generate system responses. The whole system is end-to-end trainable. The framework of our system is illustrated in Figure 1 .
A. HADE
To enrich the dialog representation, we propose HADE in light of hierarchical attention networks (HAN) for document VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. The architecture of HAMI. biGRU is an abbreviation for the bidirectional GRU mentioned in Section IV-A. FC Layer is short for fully-connected layer.
classification [30] . Our model strengthens current user utterance by encoding it twice. The whole encoder is composed of two levels of processing: the word level and the sentence level.
1) WORD ENCODER AND WORD ATTENTION
Given a dialog history X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T } without KB items, a word encoder first process each sentence x i , i ∈ [0, T ] and produce a representation for each word w ij , j ∈ [0, L]. We first map the words to vectors through a trainable word embedding matrix φ emb . Then we use a bidirectional GRU [29] to obtain positional information and incorporate dialog context from both directions. The hidden states of a bidirectional GRU is formulated as follows:
We obtain a representation of word w ij by concatenating the forward and backward hidden states, i.e.,
Since not all the words contribute equally to the meaning of the sentence, we introduce attention mechanism to focus on important words and aggregate the representation of those informative words to form a sentence vector s i . Specifically,
α ij h ij (11) where W w , v w , b w are trainable parameters that jointly learned during the training process. That is, we first feed the word representation h ij through a fully-connected layer to get u ij as hidden representation. Then we measure the importance of the word by the similarity between u ij and a word level context vector v w . A normalized weight α ij is computed through a softmax function and the sentence representation s i is the weighted sum of the word representations. The context vector v w can be seen as a query ''what is the important word'' over the words [30] . Considering that the last utterance x T , namely the current user input, is of particular importance, we re-process it separately. We use another bidirectional GRU and attention parameters to encode x T and get an additional representation u for it.
2) SENTENCE ENCODER AND SENTENCE ATTENTION
Given the sentence vectors {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s T }, we can get a dialog vector in a similar way. We use a bidirectional GRU to encode sentence s i :
We concatenate
. h i summarizes the neighbor sentences and centers at sentence i.
To reward sentences that are clues for the subsequent decoding procedure, we again use attention mechanism and introduce a sentence level context vector v s . This vector is used to measure the importance of the sentences. This can be formulated as:
where d is the dialog vector that summarizes all the information of sentences. Similarly, W s , v s , b s are randomly initialized and learned during the training process.
B. KNOWLEDGE MATCHING
Besides dialog history, KB results are also important contents that should be contained in some system responses. Therefore we design a knowledge matching module for this situation. The whole process is similar to human-performed KB searching. First, we filter out the searching constraints in the dialog history, given a pre-defined entity list E = {e 1 , e 2 , ..., e M }, M is the number of entities. Then we use the representation of the latest entities in the dialog to search for results in a
is the number of items. Each item is a triple of (subject, relation, object).
1) ENTITY DETECTION
The entity detection task aims to find the last k entities mentioned in a dialog history. It can be formulated as a ranking problem based on semantic matching given a pre-defined entity list E. If a word is an entity, it must have high cosine similarity (close to 1.0) between itself and one of the entities in E since they are identical. Otherwise, the similarity score is low. Based on this principle, we design this module, and the details are as follows. For each word w i , i ∈ n in dialog history X , we compute the similarity between it and each entity e j in E by computing the cosine distance between the word embeddings of w i and e j . Then we select the most similar one as w i 's candidate. The scores are filtered by a threshold to ensure the confidence of the results. The last k candidates among the whole dialog history are selected, and their scores are fed to the softmax function for normalization. The normalized scores are used as weights, to sum up the word embeddings of their corresponding candidates:
where w α i is the corresponding word that with score α i . Note that f(x, tr) is a threshold function that x = x, if x > tr, else x = 0. m is the filtered results after the threshold function, which has fewer elements than the original sequence m i , ..., m n . Last(·, k) is a function that chooses the last k values of the input sequence. Generally, k is set to the number of informable slots for a task. This allows HAMI to capture the latest constraints even if the user changes his mind during the dialog. c is the aggregated representation of detected entities in the dialog history. It will be used as constraint to search KB later.
2) KB INTERACTION
Given the constraint vector c, HAMI matches the related items in KB likewise. For item (sub i , rel i , obj i ), i ∈ K , we first sum the word embeddings of obj i and rel i as key representation key i . Then we compute the cosine distance as the similarity between c and key i . The main idea is that if key i is selected, the corresponding sub i will be returned. The word embeddings of the top k matched subjects are weighted summed using their normalized corresponding similarity scores:
where sub α i is the subject of the corresponding item with score α i . Top(·, k) is a function that chooses the top k values of the input sequence. The summarized representation r of KB results is computed.
C. RESPONSE DECODER
Given the dialog history representation d, current user utterance vector u and the KB result r, a concrete response Y is predicted token by token in the context of d, r as follows:
where h t is the hidden state of GRU, y t is the predicted token given Q t , the probability of tokens over the output vocabulary when predicting the t th token. W o , b are trainable parameters.
[, ] denotes the concatenation of vectors. Here, φ emb is the embedding function of the decoder over the output vocabulary. Unlike in Seq2seq and HRED, the initial state h 0 is computed using d, u and r. It is the semantic aggregation of dialog history, user request and KB results:
where W h , b h are trainable parameters. ReLU is the rectified activation function [31] . As we can see, the content to generate is determined before the decoding procedure by setting up the initial state h 0 . It serves as an information constraint that decides what to say in the decoding process. It is similar to the procedure of human speaking where the topic and information are usually planned based on dialog history, current user input and KB results (if necessary).
D. ENTITY REGULARIZATION
Generally, generation models learn to minimize the crossentropy loss between the predicted and the ground truth probability distributions over the output vocabulary. However, as in human communication, informative words are more important and deserve more attention. Here, we design a penalty term L ent for entities in responses. We first compute a representation y att of the generated response Y as in HADE's word attention above. Then we generate a bag-ofwords approximation b e of y att using a fully-connected layer:
where v y , W e are trainable parameters and v y is the context vector for attention on generated responses. In this way, we expect the model to pay attention to the entities in the predicted response and to learn to decode the aggregated representation y att as a bag-of-words vector using the fullyconnected layer. We denote y e as the sequence of entities in the ground truth response and build a one-hot vector of y e using bag-of-words representation. The penalty term is formulated as:
where BOW(·) is a function that outputs the bag-of-words vector for an input sequence. By minimizing the discrepancy between the predicted and ground truth bag-of-words vectors, we force the model to learn the generation of entities.
E. OPTIMIZATION
Finally, the sequential cross-entropy loss L r between the predicted and the ground truth response is computed. Then we combine L r and the entity penalty term L ent . The final loss function L of HAMI is written as:
where T is the length of generated response, N is the size of the output vocabulary. p r (i t ) is the probability of the i th token in the vocabulary at t th step in the final response while q r (i t ) is predicted probability. To illustrate how HAMI works, we give an example of the whole procedure here. Given a dialog history X listed in 2, HADE first computes the dialog vector d and user vector u to represent the context from x 1 to x 5 and user utterance x 5 respectively. Then the similarities between each word and the pre-defined entities are computed, and we obtain the matched entities ''chinese'', ''south'' and ''expensive'' in the entity detection part. The aggregation of their embeddings is computed as c. It is used to interact with a KB based on semantic similarity subsequently. Then items ''peking_restaurant r_cuisine chinese'', ''peking_restaurant r_location south'' and ''peking_restaurant r_price expensive'' are top-ranked by the model. The subjects ''peking_restaurant'' of the items will be returned, and their embeddings are weighted summed to be r. Given d, u and r, the decoder generates the response ''peking_restaurant is a great restaurant serving expensive chinese food in the south of town'' token by token.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the experimental results of our system on two benchmark dialog generation tasks and comparisons them to existing approaches.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATASET
We use two public multi-turn task-oriented dialog datasets to evaluate our model: DSTC2 [32] and bAbI dialog task5 [23] . These two datasets are the largest and most favorite benchmark task-oriented dialog datasets used by previous studies [2] , [17] , [20] , [23] - [25] . We use the refined version [23] of DSTC2. It contains human-computer dialog transcripts data without dialog state annotations. The database calls in DSTC are transformed into ''api_call'' and inserted into the dialog transcripts [2] . We directly use this dataset for our experiments. Some entities are normalized for consistency, as listed in Appendix A. Example dialogs are provided in Appendix B. The dataset contains a training set, a development set, and a held-out test set. It is a human-machine dialog dataset from a real restaurant reservation system, which provides the expression diversity in the real world.
The bAbI dialog dataset consists of five end-to-end dialog learning subtasks in the restaurant domain, which are simulated data. Task 1 to 4 are dialog segments about API calls, refining API calls, recommending options, and providing additional information respectively. Task 5 focuses on the whole procedure. It contains complete dialogs and is the most laborious task of the five. There are two test sets for each task: an ordinary one and the other one that has out-of-vocabulary (OOV) entities unseen in the training set. We only conduct experiments on the ordinary test set because our system is not targeted on the OOV problem. The statistics of the data are given in Table 3 .
2) TRAINING DETAILS
The dimension of word embeddings, which is equivalent to the size of attention vectors, is selected to be 300. Numbers of hidden units in HADE are set to 150. The size of hidden units in the decoder is 300 as in previous work based on Seq2seq [17] . The learning rate is controlled by Adam [33] optimizer with the initial learning rate set to 0.001. The learning rate is halved, when the performance stops improving. We apply gradient clipping with a clipvalue of 10. Dropout is applied to all the attention outputs with the dropout rate set between [0.1,0.3]. We train models for 50 epochs and select the best one on the development set based on turn accuracy. Early stop is applied when the performance keeps declining for five epochs. For KB items, we reverse the objects and subjects when the relation is one of ''r_address'',''r_phone'',''r_post_code''. It is for the cases that users ask for the objects given the restaurant name. Thresholds for entity detection and KB interaction are set to 0.8 and 0.1 respectively.
3) METRICS a: TURN/DIALOG ACCURACY
Following the previous work [2] , [17] , [23] - [25] , we report average turn accuracy and dialog accuracy. A generated response is considered to be correct only if all the predicted tokens are identical to the ground truth. Likewise, a dialog is correct only if every generated response is correct. Note that retrieval-based methods only select system responses from candidates [23] - [25] , and template-based methods choose a template and fill in slot values. Our model generates tokens one by one, which is more challenging.
b: BLEU
We also use BLEU [34] , to measure the correlation between generated and the ground truth responses [35] . It is widely used for MT [34] , dialog systems [8] , [17] and chat-bots [13] .
c: ENTITY F1
Additionally, we report micro entity F1 that measures the correctness of information in generated responses. In this metric, the ground truth entities of each response are extracted according to the ontology set and the underlying KB via simple string matching. This metric evaluates the ability to generate relevant entities from the provided dialog history and KBs [17] , [26] . Since the datasets are end-to-end dialogs without dialog state tracking labels, we report entity F1 rather than the joint accuracy of dialog states as in [8] , [9] , and [16] . 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) DSTC2
We compare proposed HAMI with state-of-the-art end-to-end approaches including MemNN [22] , [23] , GMemNN [24] , QRN [25] , HCN [2] , Seq2seq+Copy [17] , Mem2seq [20] . We also implement two baseline models: HRED [14] and Transformer [19] . We are very interested in the Transformer's performance in this task since it achieves state-ofthe-art results in MT with less training time. Among all the approaches above, the first four are retrieval-based models that choose an answer from candidates. We emphasize that HCN is a combination of hand-coded templates and learned models while the rest are pure data-driven. Note that the results for QRN are the refined results reported by [20] . We run our model 5 times with different seeds and report the average results. Results are shown in Table 4 .
a: OUR MODEL ACHIEVES THE HIGHEST ENTITY F1 AND DIALOG ACCURACY
As shown in Table 4 , our model achieves the highest 79.5% in entity F1 score and 1.7% for dialog accuracy. The high entity F1 score indicates that HAMI performs well in predicting entities by jointly using HADE, knowledge matching and entity regularization. Compared with Mem2seq which features entity retrieving and previous state-of-the-art results, our model surpasses it by 4.2% in entity F1 score. It is plausible that Mem2seq only considers KB interaction while HAMI models dialog representation and uses entity regularization in addition. Namely, HAMI can predict entities that from both dialog histories and KB results but Mem2seq can only carry the entities from KB results. Our model also creates a record of 1.7% in dialog accuracy, winning the previous best result of Seq2seq by 0.2%. Though HAMI and Seq2seq have similar turn accuracy and BLEU, there is an essential difference between them. Most of the correct samples produced by Seq2seq are sentences that do not contain entities like greeting and asking if need any help. Compared to Seqseq, HAMI generates more correct replies in providing results including restaurants, addresses and postcodes. Therefore, HAMI is capable of finishing more complicated dialogs and capturing more information than existing models, which results in higher dialog accuracy.
b: OTHER FINDINGS
There are other interesting results in Table 4 . As we can see, Transformer performs even worse than Seq2seq. It may not be suitable for this task since it seems to converge to a local optimum and learns some unique features in the training set rather than universal characteristics for the task. It achieves high turn accuracy (90% or so) on training set quickly but reports low performance on the development set. The gap between these two results is more substantial than other models. It may be attributed to its complicated multiple levels of attention operations. Another finding is that HRED achieves higher entity F1 score than Seq2seq+Copy. That means HRED can improve entity F1 of Seq2seq by hierarchical dialog history modeling. Compared with Seq2seq+Copy that concatenate a dialog into a long sentence, HRED reduces time-consuming since it encodes multiple sentences in parallel.
2) bAbi DIALOG
We also report results on bAbI dialog task 5. We follow Bordes and Weston [23] to compare the performance based on average turn accuracy and dialog accuracy. This task is easier than DSTC2 since it is a simulated dataset that can be traversed by handcrafted rules. Note that the results reported by HCN are not comparable to ours as HCN casts the task into a template selection task and incorporates handcrafted rules. Results are listed in Table 5 .
a: OUR MODEL ACHIEVES COMPETITIVE TURN ACCURACY AND THE HIGHEST DIALOG ACCURACY
Among all the generation models, our system achieves the best performance even though results of Seq2seq and Seq2seq+Attn are augmented with multiple features. 2 It shows the effectiveness of HADE for dialog modeling and knowledge matching in HAMI. Our system ranks second in turn accuracy, only losing 0.4% compared with the best result of QRN. Our system outperforms all the retrieval-based and generation-based methods in dialog accuracy. It shows the superiority of HAMI in conducting successful dialogs over all the existing template-free models.
b: GENERATIVE METHODS CAN ACHIEVE GOOD PERFORMANCE
As can be seen, though retrieval-based methods (MemNN, GMemNN, and QRN) treat the dialog learning task as a selection task that is easier than a generation task, generation models can still overpass retrieval-based methods. Besides, one can find that Seq2Seq and Seq2seq+Attn are also strong baselines using role and turn features, which further supports that generation methods can also achieve good performance in task-oriented dialog systems. Compared with Seq2seq, HRED model does not perform well in this dataset. It is plausible that though HRED can capture informative words in dialog histories, it fails to search the KB for correct KB results. Therefore, it fails to improve turn accuracy that requires each token to be correct. Transformer performs the worst as it suffers from converging to local optima.
VI. DISCUSSION A. ABLATION STUDY
In this part, we conduct experiments on DSTC2 to investigate the influence of HADE, knowledge matching and entity regularization in our system by removing them separately.
By removing the KB interaction module, we can see the results in all metrics decrease. It indicates that by providing KB results, KB interaction module benefits the dialog generation procedure. It also reveals that some sentences generated by HADE+REG are almost correct, only missing the entities from KB results. After filling in the information from KB results, these sentences become complete and correct. Comparing HADE+EntReg to HADE, one can observe an increase in entity F1 and dialog accuracy but a decrease in turn accuracy and BLEU. The 1.6% improvement in entity F1 shows the effectiveness of the entity regularization. But it probably deteriorate the fluency of generated sentences, resulting in turn accuracy and BLEU dropping. The results of HADE and HRED shows that by using attention mechanism and adding the encoded current user utterance, HADE improves the performance in all aspects. It also reveals the importance of the informative words in dialog histories. 
TABLE 7.
The gain from our system over Mem2seq based on pairwise human judgments.
B. HUMAN EVALUATION
In this part, we report human evaluation regarding 200 random sampled generated responses. Results of our system and the state-of-the-art model Mem2seq are compared. Different from the protocols that ask experts to score the results on a scale from 1 to 5 [16] , we follow Li et al. [36] , [37] to invite ten judges to choose the right one between two given answers. Ties are permitted. If both answers are correct or wrong, they are marked. Each given sample is presented with its multiturn dialog history and KB items if any. Each dialog consists of up to 6 turns. Note that we consider an answer to be correct only if it is accurate in both grammar and entities (even KB results). Results are presented in Table 7 . We observe a significant quality improvement from our model. It supports that our system generates more informative and effective responses. Among the tied samples that are summed up to 31%, 15% are responses that are correctly generated by both systems and the other 16% are wrong. That is, HAMI achieves 76.5% accuracy actually. The 76.5% turn accuracy is higher than the 44.5% turn accuracy in DSTC2, which implies that people are satisfied with most of HAMI results and the golden answers are not unique in reality.
C. VISUALIZATION
To display what HADE captures from a dialog history, we plot the attention weights of each word and each sentence with different colors in Figure 2 . We first discuss the word level attention in HADE. Among the weights of words, we find that entities earn more attention than other words. For example, ''cheap'' and ''east'' are always in darker blue than the surrounding words. Second, functional words are attached more emphasis. In the first guiding sentence generated by the agent system, we can see the greeting words are basically ignored while the keywords that indicate the system function are focused. i.e.,''for restaurants by'' and ''or'' are paid more attention than ''hello''. In addition, the same word is given different scores in sundry contexts. Take ''restaurant'' as an example. It gains higher weight following ''cheap'' in the second sentence than following ''Cambridge'' in the first sentence. Based on these findings, we believe that HADE can capture entities and informative words and is context sensitive.
As for sentence level attention, the third utterance that contains all the entities and the system action draws the most attention. It indicates that HADE results are the aggregations of important contents in dialog histories. Therefore, it can produce better and more meaningful representation than Seq2seq and other methods that encode dialog histories in a plain way.
To illustrate how the knowledge matching module in HAMI works, we visualize the matching scores of each word in an example of dialog history. It is displayed in Figure 3 . We can see the entities are all detected and given high similarity scores. As in our algorithm, we choose the last k entities as the constraint to interact with KB. In DSTC2, k is set to 3. So we get ''cheap'',''east'',''east'' and their word embeddings are weighted summed as c. In this way, HAMI uses the latest constraint to search KBs even users change their minds.
Next, c is used to interact with KB. Then cosine distances between the triples in the given part of KB and the constraint representation is listed in Table 8 . As expected, the KB item with the ''east'' object obtains the highest score. The KB item with the ''cheap'' object follows. It is because a key presentation is a semantic fusion of the corresponding relation and object. A relative object or relation results in a high similarity between the key representation and the constraint vector. Then the corresponding subjects of the top ranking items will be returned and their embeddings will be weighted summed according to their matching scores. If multiple top entries point to the same subject, then the embeddings of the subject will be added multiple times. The resulted vector will be semantically close to the subject, which is exactly what we want. Therefore, the knowledge matching module is capable of searching KBs and representing reasonable results. 
D. ADVANTAGE AND LIMITATION
We sample some generated responses from Mem2seq and our system to see their ability to predict entities. Samples are given in Figure 4 . In sample 1, our system accurately captures the updated entities and searching conditions while the Mem2seq focuses on the out-dated ones. In sample 3, HAMI is able to offer results by matching entities from the dialog history and extracting KB results. As for Mem2seq, it asks the user for cuisine information again, which shows its limitation in context modeling. Sample 4 shows HAMI's capability of providing correct information to the user. Though all the answers generated by the Mem2seq are grammatically correct, they fail to provide expected information and the entities mentioned in the previous dialog. As illustrated, our model generates better replies with correct entities.
Though our system improves the information correctness effectively, it fails to report a high turn accuracy in DSTC2. To dig out the reasons, we counted the failure samples generated by HAMI for each category. 3 The statistics are listed in Table 9 .
The distribution over different categories tells that most wrong responses are involved in dialog policy. 4 Among the themes in dialog policy, require more 5 counts for the largest proportion. These sentences are used to ask for addi-FIGURE 4. Examples of generated responses of Mem2seq and our system. r_cuisine, r_location and r_price are used for no special demand in cuisine, location and price respectively when issuing a call for database search.
tional constraints, sharing the same function as ''ask for food/area/price range''. They are designed to improve the user experience. However, HAMI always directly ask for this information. Confirm and repeat are also used to make responses more human-like or when there is automatic speech recognition failure. HAMI does not learn these dialog policies and fails at all these three themes.
One can also find that the ratio of providing restaurants is also high. We look up dialog histories of the samples and find two main reasons: first, the golden answers are always given the first restaurant if there are multiple suitable results; second, there are several expressions of providing results in the dataset. We find that most of the answers provided by HAMI are acceptable but not identical to the ground truth answers. As for ''api_call'', sometimes HAMI generates meaningless api_calls like ''api_call r_cuisine r_location r_price'' that without any constraint. Sometimes there are grammar mistakes or wrong entities in generated api_calls. After checking the frequency of these entities in the training set, we find that they are of low occurrence. These words are rarely learned by the decoder thus hard to predict due to their low values over the probability distribution of the whole vocabulary. Grammar errors may be attributed to the entity penalty that reduces the importance of fluency and language quality.
When it comes to negative results which state matching failure in the form of '' I am sorry but there is no...'', it always appears without any api_call. HAMI fails to predict all this kind of results since it predicts api_calls instead. In fact, it is unreasonable to provide a negative result without searching a KB. It may be a problem of the dataset. One can find that the ratios of providing addresses, phone numbers and postcodes are low. It shows the advantage of HAMI.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented novel end-to-end neural networks to solve the vital information deficiency problem in task-oriented dialog generation without handcrafted rules or well-designed features. Our model features a hierarchical attention encoder for dialogs, a knowledge matching module that searches the KB based on semantic similarity, and an entity penalty term that emphasizes the entities in system responses. Experimental results on public benchmark datasets show that our model improves the correctness of informational contents in generated responses. Our model also outperforms state-of-the-art result by 4.2% in entity F1. The ablation study shows that all these three modules in our proposed model are effective in improving information correctness.
Besides task-oriented dialog generation, HADE and the idea of emphasizing keywords by a penalty term can also be applied to open domain conversations, with the dialog history information and keywords regularization instructing the response generation progress. This paper also shows the potential of Seq2seq framework for task-oriented dialog systems. We hope this project may support a better understanding of Seq2seq for task-oriented dialog generation.
APPENDIX A ENTITY NORMALIZATION
The original entities in the table are refined to the form on the right. 
APPENDIX B bAbI TASK 6 EXAMPLE DIALOG
An example dialog in refined DSTC2 dataset is given in Table 11 .
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